Stone approves UPI machine for WLJS

By MIKE MOON
Managing Editor

After an 11 a.m. meeting with University President Ernest Stone Tuesday, Nov. 28, SGA President Keith Peinhardt and WLJS station manager David Driscoll announced the acquisition of the long awaited United Press International (UPI) wire service machine.

The student radio station has worked for over a year to obtain the machine and had thought themselves successful on Nov. 13 when the SGA senate passed a bill calling for the purchase of the machine through the university. Tuesday's meeting was the culmination of those efforts.

At the meeting Dr. Stone agreed to university funding of the wire service machine on a three month trial basis from Jan. 1 to Mar. 1, 1979. Dr. Stone added that the purchase of the machine was not final yet but he personally guaranteed the three month trial "even if it has to come out of my pocket." He went on to say, "I think they (WLJS) should have every opportunity to improve the station."

According to Driscoll the machine will cost $68 per week for a three month trial. Driscoll thanked Peinhardt and his aid and said, "I think it is great that Dr. Stone did this for the students and the radio station. I have the utmost respect for him, because he really wants to help the students at Jacksonville."

Peinhardt expressed pleasure at the acquisition of the UPI machine without having to take the money out of the depleted SGA entertainment budget. He stated that he would like to thank Dr. Stone for his generosity and that he felt that Dave Driscoll and the WLJS staff would make the maximum possible use of the machine.

Driscoll and Peinhardt both stressed that not only did the UPI machine bring news to the radio station but would also allow events at JSU to be sent nationwide on the wire service. Peinhardt said, "I feel this will be a tremendous aid in public relations for Jacksonville State."

It was also brought out that by the cost of the machine being taken out of the school's fund the SGA would be able to use the monies originally appropriated by the senate for the machine to bring in some top rated performers for concerts in the soror.

Baker selected for East-West game

Jesse Baker, Jacksonville State University's Little All-America defensive tackle, has been selected to play in the East-West Shrine Game according to an announcement in San Francisco today.

Baker will probably play defense and end in the Jan. 6 contest. Baker's presence in the contest will mark the first time a Jacksonville State athlete has ever been the 54th shrine game.

"Jesse is very deserving of this honor and I'm sure he will represent Jacksonville State and the Gulf South Conference well in the game," head coach Jim Fuller said when asked about his All-America tackle. "He has a fine future in professional football and this will give him an opportunity to show the scouts what he can do against Baker, a 6-4, 255-pound senior from carys, Ga., has helped the Gamecocks win two consecutive Gulf South Conference titles and place in two NCAA Division II national playoffs. The Gamecocks finished second in 1977 and lost to Delaware in the first round of the playoffs this year.

In addition to All-America honors (Associated Press and Kodak), Baker has three years and NAIA all-district three years. He was voted the top defensive player in the Granland Rice Bowl last year.

Baker, naturally, was looking forward to the trip. "I'm looking forward to the game for two reasons," Baker said this week. "First, I've never been to California and second, it will give me an opportunity to play in some top rated performances for the school in the soror."

Browning discusses Hearst trial

Seven JSU students will receive their commissions as second lieutenants at the fall commissioning ceremony to be held Dec. 15. U. S. Army commissionees are Ricky E. Haney and Melk E. Wagner from Fort Payne, Glenn C. Johnson from

Amistad, Clois E. Boozer Jr., and Henry K. Burgess from Jacksonville and John D. Woody from Birmingham. The U. S. Marine Corps commissionee is Robert A. Spencer from Sylacauga.
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James Browning

Browning discusses Hearst trial

By JANA MCWHORTER
Entertainment Editor

"We can lament, of course, that good people are not exactly going to be attracted to run for public office if this (assassination) keeps up," said famed U.S. Attorney James Browning in his speech Tuesday night to an estimated 150 students.

Browning was calling attention to stop terrorism in the United States and that people must resist political assassination. Browning's concept that the end justifies the means will not be stamped out if any more good governments can live.

To bring him his point, Browning went into great detail of "The Trial of the Century," the trial of heiress Patricia Hearst.

The Hearst story began on Feb. 4, 1974 when Patricia Hearst was kidnapped from her apartment in Berkeley, Calif. Various tape recorded messages were left in different areas of the city with the voice of Patricia Hearst and various Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA) members' voices on the tapes.

Browning said, "It seemed, listening to those tapes as they came in progress, that Patricia Hearst was a kidnap victim and gaining in less and less of a kidnap victim and more and more of an SLA member. This culminated shortly before the bank robbery in April of 1974 when her tape recorded voice stating that they (SLA) have offered me the opportunity to go home or to stay and fight."

Following this message, the Hibernia Bank in San Francisco was robbed by five people with automatic weapons. They were identified by the photographs taken by surveillance cameras in the bank as Patrick Hearst, Wallach, and four members of the SLA. Attorney Browning and the San Francisco Chief of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) were both assisted by one of the photographs which showed Patricia Hearst firing a gun from one of the SLA members.

These two men decided to give her a chance because of their doubt as to whether she was held at gunpoint during the bank robbery or not and issued a material witness warrant for Patricia Hearst.

The other SLA members who got away in the van. They knew they had to get rid of the van because it was hot and here is where they made their mistake. That morning the van had been written up for a traffic violation and when they abandoned it and ran off, they did not take the parking ticket out of the van. The ticket had the address of where it had been written up and it was run off with it.

The Harrises and Patricia got away in the van. They stayed in the van in San Francisco for comfort not to be charged with bank robbery.

To clear this up, the photographs that the cameras made at a rate of one per one and one-half second and blew them up six times on a piece of movie film. This film ran through a projector, looking like an old silent movie film, it was shown that the SLA members were swinging their gun around and not pointing it at Patty Hearst nor were any of the other members. The Grand Jury reached the same conclusion and indicted her for bank robbery.

Browning said, "For the following month, the SLA played a cat and mouse game with the FBI. They moved to Los Angeles because they thought they were getting too close for comfort but instead they continued to follow them for six blocks from the Federal Building where the FBI was headquartered in San Francisco."

In May of 1974, the SLA made its fatal mistake. Emily and Warren Harris and Patricia Hearst went out for supplies and stopped at Mel's Sporting Goods Store. The store was robbed, Browning said, from the Volkswagen van parked across the street while Patricia stayed in the van with two fully loaded automatic weapons, keys in the ignition and all alone.

Meanwhile, inside the store, a young security guard William Harris was standing in the $25苏宁 (SN) section; aid was shooting a man in his pocket and arrested him. A scuffle ensued which moved outside with Emily Harris joining in. Patricia Hearst picked up one of the automatics and fired a bullet through a glass window. These two men decided to give her a chance because of their doubt as to whether she was held at gunpoint during the bank robbery or not and issued a material witness warrant for Patricia Hearst.
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By JOE BOWLEY

The summer of my ninth year (1969), Mom and Dad sent me off for a two-week stay at Camp Maclean in Wisconsin. After a three-hour bus ride, I arrived at a secluded little cabin and I was shocked at all of the blacks there.

After we were split into groups, I was delighted to find that there were only whites, or "Us", in my group. Off we went to our own cabin. We voted for the name of "Mohawk" for our group, as all the "tribes" had Indian names.

Before I knew what had happened "they" had invaded. A small Negro boy was appointed to our cabin. We were now, Oh God, how could it happen, integrated. His name was Steven. The first black I'd ever gotten close enough to touch. But I didn't touch him. I just stayed clear. He looked mean.

The counselors told Steven he and I would be "blood brothers." When we went swimming, hiking, to arts and crafts or whatever, we were to always be together. A pair. I was so thrilled.

Steven and I got to be pretty good friends. He saved me from being bitten by a water moccasin in the lake when we were swimming. I was grateful and yards. Increase in the overall price for bread or whatever, we were raising the water level even more.

We were poor. A few hours, we were lost, hungry and crying. But we went on. We got to a swampy area, and decided to ford it. We ended up in shoulder-high green slime. I knew that we were raising the water level even more.

We finally got out, after at least a walk-swim of 1000 yards.

We came to a road, fell into each other arms laughing, and crying that we'd made it, and were going to survive. We said a "Lord's Prayer" and started walking down the road to a big red farm house. The farmer told us we were 12 miles from Camp Maclean. He drove us back.

Steven and I got punished for being gone for a total of eight hours. We were restricted to our cabin for a day, but I didn't mind because I'd found a really good friend in Steven Montgomery.

That was nine years ago, and I haven't seen or heard from him since. But every once in a while in my prayers I remember Steven and thank God for him and the lesson I learned.

SAGA
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In the previous inspections of Chat 'em may be in violation of state and county regulations. He says that the next inspection of Chat 'em may be better than what he expects for the cafeteria. Again, he feels that demerits received will be for facility conditions rather than cleanliness. He said that maintenance is looking into correcting these problems.

One problem with Chat 'em in the last inspection was that of hot water. Hill says that the water temperature there has now been turned up to 180 degrees. In addition, Orkin is being used to eliminate the roach problem.

The Miss Mimosas judging tea will be Jan. 16 at the International House. The Miss Mimosas presentation is 6 p.m. in the Student Commons Auditorium. Jan. 16. All single women who are full-time students at Jacksonville State University (12-hour load) are eligible for nomination by a member of the Student Commons.

The fee for nomination is $20 and should be paid by Dec. 15.

All contestants must report to the photography department in the basement of Brewer Hall for both a portrait and group picture at 3 p.m., Jan. 4.

Following the pictures, Miss Mimos members will meet briefly with the contestants to give all necessary information concerning the judges' selection and the presentation and answer questions.

Sociology Department plans Advisement Day

By PAUL MERRILL

If you have been told to over and over again that jobs for majors in liberal arts are scarce, you are frustrated and say, among other things, "I can do a job in English or some other phase of liberal arts, but I don't have the desire nor the inclination to major in anything else, you may find a ray of hope after reading this article.

The tastiest one, consisting of two slices of bread with one lettuce leaf in between. If you get tired of the diet, a sprinkle of salt will renew your interest.

BON APPETIT!
took that into consideration."

Bailey's defense was that physical duress which means that she was forced to commit those acts or they would kill her.

The evidence against her consisted of the incident at Mel's Sporting Goods Store and the many opportunities she had to escape. She even admitted that the SLA had given her a chance to escape. A jailhouse tape in which she told a girlfriend (strangely enough, the young lady was from the family who owned the Hibernia bank) that she was unhappy that she had been caught hurt her. Another very damaging incident happened during the bank robbery when she testified that she had no idea whether the gun was loaded and that she didn't have any bullets on her.

Browning used a businessman who had gone into the bank in a hurry and let the swinging glass door slam. When he looked back, he saw Patricia Hearst on her knees picking up the clip and bullets that had fallen out.

She also testified that she hated Willie Wolfe who had raped her yet she carried around a figure from the ancient Olmec civilization that he had given her. He also carried a figure similar to the one she carried in her purse.

Patricia Hearst was convicted to seven years in prison and will come up for parole next year.

Browning ending his speech with the quote that, "What you see depends on where you sit." He called for all to be tolerant and work within the system and when "despots or tyrants take over, the system has a built in safe guard, you can always kick the bums out."

The Cam Report says that placement and counseling officers report that the following employers are particularly receptive to liberal arts graduates:

- Insurance companies for computer programming trainees and insurance sales;
- Department stores for retail management and buying;
- Universities for entry-level people; staff assistant positions, admissions work, alumni relations, fund raising;
- Banks for management trainee positions, clerks, tellers, officers; community service.

Maintenance asks for requests in boxes

Maintenance request boxes have been installed in all buildings. All maintenance requests should be placed in the boxes for daily pickup by maintenance personnel. Each request should be marked with the building name and room number and any other identifying information. The person making the request should sign the request so if additional information is needed this person can be contacted. Only emergency repairs should be phoned in.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Today is the first day of the rest of your life.

Give blood, so it can be the first day of somebody else's, too.

Red Cross is counting on you.

Dial A Prayer 435-3454

Maintenance asks for requests in boxes

The Center for Individualized Instruction is offering several courses in spring semester, 1979. For students taking Math 101, there are two individualized sections offered. These sections are taught by the Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) and are marked "PSI" in the class schedule. Under PSI, the course material is presented in units that are mastered sequentially. Tests are given individually and are privately discussed immediately after they are taken, while the memory of the test is still fresh. Furthermore, the test functions as a teaching tool, because if the test isn't passed, the student goes back and restudies the material and can then take a different version of the same material with the same score being used for grading.

Other individualized courses available in spring include LS 101, Academic Survival Skills, LS 105, Reinforcing Communication Skills, and LS 110, Reinforcing Quantitative Skills. The LS 101 class is taught by the PSI system and presents different study techniques to help students study more efficiently and effectively. The LS 105 classes are individualized through the Writing Clinic, Reading Lab, and the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Take a little time to drop by the CDCS Center and check these resources out.
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JSU CINEMATIC ARTS PRESSENTS SPRING 1979

ONE OF THE GREAT RETURNS

He's the hero—that's right, the hero!!
JAN. 30
4th ROCKY HORROR REVUE,
TO WIN MONEY!! OH, ROCKY!!
Think before you quit

By MAURICE BOWLES
News Editor

As always, at the end of the fall semester, about one fourth of the freshman class will pack their bags, not for the Christmas holidays, but for a permanent vacation from college.

More often than not, the reasoning will be that after a semester in college, they have decided "college just isn't for me." It is amazing to this writer that such a decision could be made after such a short try at higher learning. Many freshmen who make this decision for this reason surely do not realize the opportunity that they are throwing away, or the sacrifices that have taken place to give them such an opportunity.

(See QUITTING, Page 5)

Sledge comments on JSU situation

By MAURICE BOWLES
News Editor

Dear Fellow Students,

What follows is, I hope, not simply another letter of complaints. It is an expression of concern about our university. It is a sincere expression. I hope you will read it.

I think it is an outrage that people actually believe that JSU campus is up to par. In my opinion those who do should be thought of as misguided or patently misinformed. Outraged by homecoming mishaps, Black students asked the administration for changes. The administration apparently hoped to stop further aggressive movement by a few temporary gestures. In other words "a keep-the-niggers quiet approach" was used to make Blacks feel as though someone really cared about the insignificant few.

Now that the confusion is over and the so-called Black students have settled down in their places, the university has seen fit to neglect the situation.

On the other hand, the administration is not the only organization capable of indifference or creating change. Students, in particular, seem not to give a damn. If only "a keep-the-niggers quiet approach" was used to make Blacks feel as though someone really cared about the insignificant few.

And that is what this letter is about together. Unfortunately few people on this campus have seen fit to neglect the situation.

(See SLEDGE, Page 5)

Right of center

By GENE WISDOM

Genocide in this Century

Genocide is a word coined in the 20th Century to express the kind of mass murder carried out on the scales that Hitler and Stalin committed. The memory of Hitler's slaughter of Jews is following the "liberation" of Cambodia the ABC, NBC and CBS evening news shows combined gave one minute of news a month to a purge that in terms of relative population exceeded the "liberation of Hitler's and unable to work.

One common method used to deceive former soldiers and officers was to explain that they were being transported to a reception for Prince Sihanok, former ruler of Cambodia, who was

WASHINGTON - The nation is still in shock over the bizarre suicide - killings in Guyana, South America. More than 900 disciples of the Peoples Temple joined their charismatic leader, Jim Jones, in an orgy of poisoning and shooting. Hundreds more, it is believed fled into the jungle to escape.

The brutal slaying of California Rep. Leo Ryan and four others touched off the death orgy. It has also stirred a bitter controversy in the背景下 of prominent people in the event of Jones' arrest.

The State Department also received complaints that cult members were held at the colony against their will and that they had been subjected to abuse. Consular officers visited the colony but could not verify the charges.

The murdered congressman also received a prophetic letter from Jones' attorney, Mark Lane. "You may judge, therefore," wrote Lane on Nov. 8, "the decades, the chemical companies have been burying their wastes. These forgotten chemicals have combined in some places to form a deadly witches' brew.

In several cities, the chemical solutions are seeping to the surface. They are appearing in areas where homes and schools have now been built.

The deadly ooze has produced a host of hazards. Birth defects are showing up in children who were born in the contaminated areas. Others have developed birth defects. Doctors have linked the effects to the chemicals that per vealed in the Nicaraguan civil war has produced a host of hazards. Birth defects are showing up in children who were born in the contaminated areas. Others have developed birth defects. Doctors have linked the effects to the chemicals that appeared in the civil war.

American Casualty: The first American casualty of the Nicaraguan civil war has just been confirmed by State Department sources. He was Cesar Augusto Amador. 25...
The Chanticleer, established as a student newspaper at Jacksonville State in 1934, is published each Tuesday by students of the university. Signed columns represent the opinion of the Executive Editorial Committee. All correspondence should be directed to The Chanticleer, the student newspaper. All communications must be signed, and an address must be included in case further action is necessary. Department heads will be notified of all letters to be published.

Dear Brew: For years Augusto Pinochet was a hero to Chilean President Salvador Allende. But after Allende’s death in 1973, Pinochet assumed control of the nation, leading to a brutal dictatorship that lasted for 17 years. Now, after Pinochet’s death, Chileans are left to pick up the pieces of their shattered country.

In the years since Pinochet stepped down, Chile has made progress toward democracy and social justice. A new constitution was adopted in 1980, and elections were held in 1989. However, many challenges remain. The country still faces economic inequality, political corruption, and environmental degradation.

Despite these obstacles, Chileans continue to work toward a better future. The legacy of Pinochet will be remembered as a time of suffering and oppression, but it is also a time of resilience and hope. As Chile moves forward, it is important to hold those responsible for human rights abuses accountable and to ensure that such injustices are never repeated.

The story of this massacre is a stark reminder of the horrors of war and the importance of peace. It is a tragic reminder of the human cost of conflict and the need for reconciliation and forgiveness.

To summarize, the recent events in Cambodia serve as a reminder of the dangers of war and the importance of peace. The loss of human lives is a tragic reminder of the cost of conflict and the need for reconciliation and forgiveness.

Sincerely,

Mike Moon, News Editor
Sledge comments

(Continued From Page 4)

The horror still continues with no hope in sight for the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people. A former Cambodian law student who fled to Thailand says that, "A reign of terror is too barbarism. The literally possible about the Cambodian people.

There is really not much that can be done. Sen. George McGovern, with what must be a guilty conscience, has suggested that the United Nations send military forces into Cambodia to liberate her people. Action through the UN is not very possible though considering the friendly attitude of many Third World countries toward the Cambodian butchers. Leng Sary, a Cambodian diplomat, was warmly applauded when he appeared before the UN General Assembly after having exclaimed upon arrival in New York, "The towns have been cleaned." The extent of our actions in the UN would probably have to be limited to the symbolic. President Carter, who waited until 16 months after his inauguration to denounce Cambodia as "the worst violator of human rights in the world today," could instruct that great friend of democracy Andrew Young to walk out of the General Assembly, whenever the representative of 'Democratic Kampuchea' (the official name of Cambodia) rises to speak. At every chance and from every available forum, those who speak for the United States could call on the world's conscience to condemn such barbarism. The U. S. should also put all possible pressure on Red China, the primary supporter of the Cambodian regime, to cease this support. Finally, Congress could adopt a motion of protest against the activities of this tyranny.

All of these possibilities will take a great public outcry to be accomplished. A decade ago college students would have taken to the streets to protest: less atrocious policies from a pro-American government.

Now, in this calmer period is it too much trouble to simply write letters to your congressmen and senators? The freedom of a nation may literally depend on it.

Quitting early

(Continued From Page 4)

his peers as a sheep is to the rest of the flock. One is cast out of family associations. It is the opportunity here to relieved of working for a boss and being docked for being late. A college student is in a state of limbo where educated child. Banks give special student rates, merchants have "student discounts." A human will arise as the perfect creature, not as the servant of all. The New Age is breaking through the veil of mediocrity and security of the normative role of being.
**The ERA**

**Appropriately Lisha Brown is one of the individuals that does not know the facts about the ERA. The ERA is simply never read in formal or whole constitution. The fact that the ERA amendment is simplistic does not mean that it is never checked to the Supreme Court or to various legislatures to interpret. When the Supreme Court interprets the constitution we have two tools to help them, the intent of the framers and the Constitution. But many have already been divided in precedent court cases. Public opinion is also another important check to the Constitution, and the ERA would be interpreted. I do not believe the public would stand for legislation 101 to be taught in school or any other nonsense.

Simply stated the ERA Amendment provides that "no law shall be passed by the legislature or enacted by a state which has the purpose or effect of (a) eliminating women from the classes of occupations in which they are engaged, or (b) denying women the enjoyment of any of the rights and privileges secured to men by law."

We should consider the implications of not passing the ERA. If we do not pass the ERA it will not be read in formal or whole constitution. There are some principals of our democratic heritage. The principal used by Lisha that all men are created equal. The right of both men and women to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is fundamental to a democratic society.

Some people believe women are still not receiving equal rights and protection under the Constitution. The only right women have to equal protection under the Constitution is through the ERA. When the Supreme Court ruled in the landmark case of Roe v. Wade, it was a time when women were beginning to fight for equal rights and protection under the law. The court has not made a decision that would affect women in their roles as homemakers or workers.

It has been expressed by Lisha Brown that the ERA amendment forces the women to be equal to the men. Women want to help feed their families and raise their children. Roe v. Wade has made the law one that affects women in their roles as homemakers and workers. It is time for women to find a way to help fight for their rights and protect their family.

The ERA amendment is a major step in the direction of equal rights for women. The ERA amendment is being debated in the House of Representatives. The ERA must pass to ensure that women have the rights and protections they need.

**Farewell Doc, we will miss you!**

By MAURICE BOWLES  
News Editor

One will not find Robert A. "Doc" Spencer's name in the "Fack Gof to Second Book," the yearbook. He will never be known as Best Dressed.

But yet, when Doc Spencer graduates this month, a certain touch of class will be missing from this campus.

There has probably been no one anywhere and going on this campus that has been more loved and respected by so many at the same time. But that's the way of the non-conformist. That's the way of one who has the guts to give "thump's down" to high society and imitation. That's the way of Doc Spencer, who is not afraid to stand up and say, "I'm a Red Neck and I'm proud of it!" and who insists on hobbling, "Doc" is just the average of Skool and slops of Papper Blue Ribbon Beer.

This obviously isn't your typical person, it is a definition of a man.

The despise he feels for high society is not a result of jealousy. With a high GPA and both ROTC and Marine awards that would fill a pitcher of beer, it is obvious that Doc can be a bit of a non-conformist. But yet, with all of this potential, Doc never tries to be anyone but himself.

And we have loved you for Doc, and we will miss you.

**The Facts:**

**HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS EACH YEAR FOR**

enrolled students. The school is a part of the University of Southern Mississippi and provides students with educational opportunities in a variety of fields. The school offers a range of programs and degrees in fields such as business, education, engineering, and health sciences. Students have the opportunity to pursue bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees in these fields. The school also offers research opportunities for students to work on projects and develop new knowledge and skills. In addition, the school provides students with access to state-of-the-art facilities and technology to support their learning and research. Overall, the University of Southern Mississippi is a highly regarded institution that provides students with a high-quality education and prepares them for success in their future careers.
Entertainment

By Jana McWhorter

What’s Happenin’

SGA MOVIES
There will not be any movies this week due to final exams. Next semester promises to be very exciting with movies such as “Coma,” “The Sting,” “Which Way Is Up?” “Doctor Zhivago,” “All the President’s Men,” “Jesus Christ, Superstar,” “The Turning Point,” “What’s Up, Doc?,” “Silent Movie,” and last but certainly not least, “The Rocky Horror Picture Show” on Jan. 30 starring Meatloaf.

BEST WISHES
I want to take this space to wish all the students and faculty of JSU a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! Drive safely and just think, no studying! P.S. Good luck on finals!!!

National
RCA Records are getting ready to release the company’s first commercial picture disc called “Elvis, A Legendary Performer, Vol. 3.” It will feature two full-color portraits of Presley, one on each side of the translucent disc, as well as yet two unreleased songs and a rare interview with Presley and Colonel Parker. The picture disc is in a limited version sales at $15.98 and a regular edition of the same album sales for $8.98.

Eric Clapton is set for a major tour of North America early in 1979.

Marie Osmond and Timothy Bottoms are to star in O Henry’s “A Gift of Love” on Dec. 8.

Glen Campbell has a new album out on Capitol titled “Basic.”

In January, Burt Reynolds will open the Burt Reynolds Dinner Theatre near his ranch in Jupiter, Fla. Sally Field will star in “Vanities” on opening night and Burt Reynolds will play opposite her in “The Rainmaker” in February.

To celebrate his $2500 hair transplant, Elton John has put out his new album “A Single Man.” After 38 albums, Elton has dropped his longtime lyricist, Bernie Taupin, for the political lyrics of Gary Osbourne.

Please send all entertainment information to the Entertainment Editor of the Chanticleer and lets start the New Year right.

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!!!!

Sun travelers are offered aid

Florida travelers aid is finally here. Sun Spot ’79 Club of Daytona Beach, Fla., has done it. They have gathered up the largest collection of discounts for its members ever in a tourist city— including all kinds of major attractions. They’ve set up a headquarters to assist in a very personal way the needs of the many thousands who descend upon Daytona Beach all year.

Many having visited here, for others, this is their first trip to this fun city.

Sun Spot ’79 recruits their members in their northern home state through ads in school newspapers, travel magazines, state representatives, direct requested mail, etc. These members are prepared for the sun and their consumer report and discounts help them in their financial planning. By sending the members their home state or on request, the membership card, and accommodations information, they know what to expect—up to 30 per cent discounts on all sorts of merchandise, entertainment, and services through the Sun Spot Merchants Association. It’s definitely a good deal—the best quality merchants have been selected for our club members. Membership is just $10 for the year of ’79 and you’ll be glad you joined, you can save 50 times that in discounts—imagine.

Prudence Gray
A holiday tribute to

Suraces plan piano recitai

Ronald and Ann Surace will present a piano recital on Thursday, Dec. 7, at 7:30 p.m. in Mason Hall Auditorium, Jacksonville State University. Selections for solo piano will include Partita in E Minor by Bach, “Ragtime” by Stravinsky, Haydn’s Sonata in G, and short pieces by Chopin and Faure.

A two-piano arrangement of Stravinsky’s “Petrouchka” ballet music tells the story of an awkward puppet’s unrequited love for a beautiful ballerina.

Dr. Surace is a member of the JSU music faculty.

Ann and Ron Surace
Once you've become a legend, don't look back.

"DON'T LOOK BACK."
The brand-new Boston album.
On Epic Records and Tapes.

JAX RECORDS
202 So. Pelham Jacksonville

As they say in their ads for members heading for the sun, "Let us point the way, confusion is eliminated because you know where the best of everything is—as if you're a native."

You're not abandoned when you get to Sun Spot Daytons, their headquarters is alive with information. Travelers come and get VIP treatment—"Hi there, where are you from—strange requests are easily answered—in Bikini City, where there are areas to skinny dip—rent a fishing pole—How do I tan in three days—rent a cottage—repair a cycle—pick up a chick—eat a lobster—they have it!

Their hot line is constantly ringing and they can always supply an answer. The Daytona experience can really be a unique one with young and old from all over coming to soak up some sun.

The idea of Sun Spot Club grew out of a different experience—confusion during vacation—they came in search of the sun, but got themselves lost—some people see an out-state plate and that is the ticket for a rip-off—overcharging, hassles—what can you do?

Can something be done with millions of people making the Southern pilgrimage?

Let's really help them—sure there are little travel tours with a couple of standard discounts, but why not do it right and establish the largest pile of discounts to provide the connection between the South-bound people and the merchant in the town they are headed for—and be their guiding light while they are here—we give them the information on the laws—we give a consumer report packed with savings—the collector's item 16" x 21" poster, the Daytona Beach Experience to warm up—posted, it's a smash—lots of other personal benefits in town, with Daytona being a spring break haven—the travelers true inside information bureau—the housing market—the underdeveloped land—say you might even want to move here—it helps to know the facts, and have a friend and

Radio City Music Hall

Despite the fact that Prudence Gray has been seen by hundreds of thousands of people during the past five years, few people ever knew her name. Ann-Margret, on the other hand, is an international celebrity who is instantly recognizable all over the world. On Dec. 14, Prudence will be taking her place alongside Ann-Margret on American television screens.

Prudence Gray is a Rockette—one of 39 girls who form the internationally acclaimed chorus line that performs four times daily at New York's Radio City Music Hall. When Ann-Margret dons her Rockette's uniform and becomes girl number 31, she will join America's oldest chorus line—the same company that once traveled to Paris where they thrilled audiences in the land of the cancan.

It is this institution that NBC pays tribute to next month with a show titled, 'Rockettes: A Holiday Tribute to the Radio City Music Hall Starring Ann Margret.' Although all the routines, sets and costumes were designed for the show, the numbers were all taped on the stage of Radio City Music Hall, and to show, to perfect, the 30 beautiful, leggy girls high kicking and precision — stepping in a perfect row.

The glamour of the stage lights and the excitement of New York has drawn young women to the Big Apple each (See ROCKETTE, Page 7)

ROCKPILE

STEVIE NICKS

STEVIE WAS BORN IN PHOENIX AND RAISED IN SEVERAL STATES IN THE SOUTHWEST. AT SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SHE MAJORED IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION. SHE AND LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM PLAYED AS A DUO AND IN A ROCK BAND BEFORE JOINING FLEETWOOD MAC IN LATE 1974. NOT LONG BEFORE FLEETWOOD, SHE WORKED AS A WAITRESS IN A RESTAURANT IN BEVERLY HILLS!

(See SUN, Page 7)
Kaufman directs

‘Body Snatchers’

Philip Kaufman is the director of “Invasion of The Body Snatchers,” a Solefilm production starring Donald Sutherland, Leonard Nimoy and Brooke Adams from United Artists films. Eigelby regarded by film industry professionals for both his screenplay talents and his creative abilities as director, Kaufman’s most recent credits include “The Great Northfield Minnesota Raid,” which he wrote and directed, starring Cliff Robertson, and the critically acclaimed “White Dawn,” starring Warren Oates, Timothy Bottoms and Lou Gossett, Jr.

Your background includes both teaching and writing. What brought you to filmmaking?

“I was trying to write a novel in Europe and I found myself teaching mathematics in Florence, Italy for almost a year in order to support myself, my wife and my young son. While we were living in Florence we just started seeing European, new wave films. This was in the early 1960s, when the idea of making a film on the street with real people and real faces, done in a style which was not ‘Hollywood’ was relatively new.

‘I began to feel that there was an alternative to cinema as I had known it, which, up through the late 1950s, when I was in college at the University of Chicago, was really something to laugh at. I remember the so-called classic movies of the 20s only as an occasional diversion, unlike the new, fresh force which confronted me.

We soon had a deal to make the movie and we began to prepare with W. D. Richter, the screenwriter, to put all of the loose ends together.

‘Once we began to shoot the film, we found that we were changing it constantly as we went along, which is something I like to do if the situation is conducive to that kind of organic evolution. For example, we changed the location of the film from a small town to a large city in order to underline the forces of paranoia and psychological distance. People have always accepted as fact the assumption that their every day lives are controlled by something we are not aware of.

‘There is a line which we put into “Invasion of The Body Snatchers” as the realization is beginning to dawn on behalf of one of the characters that there is something very strange going on in San Francisco. She says, “Why do we always expect that?”

‘This is the key to the film, basically the acknowledgement that we are being bombarded by organic things from outer space all the time. There is an idea that science fiction touches last with its features because it is an important concept because it gives us a sense of our own mortality, which is a very precious, beautiful, valuable rebirth. We are not disappointed when they see it. I hope it will have a lasting impression, particularly with respect to our sense of morality and humanity and the inherent value of that humanness.”

Rockeye

(Continued From Page 6)

Philip Kaufman

sound and character in relationship, so that all of the surprises work into a coherent fabric.

‘The film has been a real pleasure for me to make and I don’t think anyone will be disappointed when they see it. I hope it will have a lasting impression, particularly with respect to our sense of morality and humanity and the inherent value of that humanness.”

The Top 10

MOVIES

(Leading moneymakers according to industry figures)

1. MacArthur Park (Warner Bros).
   2. Up in Smoke (R. The high value of a pot-smoking Chicano.
   3. Who’s Killing The Great Chefs of Europe? (Fuji). Hearted by one of the great chefs of France.
   4. The Boys From Brazil (R). A chilling hunt for notorious Hitler.
   5. Death on the Nile (R), Agatha Christie whodunit.

RECORDS

(Best-selling singles according to record world)

1. MacArthur Park, Donata Summer (Casablanca).
   2. Reminiscing, Little River Band (Harvest).
   3. When I Call You Friend, Kenny Loggins (CBS).
   4. The Boys From Brazil (R). A chilling hunt for titled Hitlers.
   5. Death on the Nile (R), Agatha Christie whodunit.

TV

(Top-rated shows according to Nielsen ratings of Oct. 23-29)

1. Three’s Company (ABC)
   2. Laverne & Shirley (ABC)
   3. Happy Days (ABC)
   4. Taxi (ABC)
   5. Little House on the Prairie (ABC)

6. 60 Minutes (CBS)
   7. CBS Wednesday Night Movie: The Grass Is Always Greener On The Other Side (ABC)
   8. NFL Monday Night Football (ABC)
   9. Battlestar Galactica (ABC)
   10. M*A*S*H (CBS)

BOOKS

(Leading nonfiction according to Publishers Weekly)

1. A Distant Mirror: The Calamitous Fourteenth Century by Barbara W. Tuchman (Knopf, $15.95).
   2. If I Lie I’m A Bowl of Cherries—Why Am I Doing It? by Erma Bombeck (McGraw-Hill, $7.95).
   3. In Search of History: A Personal Adventure by Theodore H. White (Harper & Row, $12.95).
   5. The Complete Book Of Rascal Tidbits by James F. Tissel (Silo House, $10). How to.

The Top 10

The honorable golden gobble goes to the Butterball.

1. Native to North America, turkeys were first domesticated by the Aztecs and the Zunis Indians.
2. Turkeys are the largest game bird.
3. In 1630, a 40-pound gobble cost a bargain 4 shillings.
4. Ben Franklin wanted the wild turkey to be America’s national symbol.
5. The U.S. has produced 141,4 million turkeys this year.
6. And Minnesota raised the most—23 million turkeys.
7. The average holiday turkey is a hen weighing 8-16 pounds.
8. The largest live turkey ever reported weighed 75 pounds.

Schisgelt writes a tasting note of Robert Kennedy.


1. The A Time for Truth by Wilbur E. Simon (Reader Digest, $12.50). A paean to free enterprise.
2. Pulling Your Own Strings by Dr. Wayne D. Dyer (T. Y. Crowell, $8.95). Pop psychology.
3. Gnomes by Will Huygen (It’s like a fairyland story).
Sun

(Continued From Page 6).

save a bundle in an unknown city.

Spot '79 has been the longest coming to the fastest growing state in the nation—where there are no strangers here, only friends that you haven't met yet.

Daytona Spot '79 Club awaits you.

The Birmingham Symphony Orchestra and Samford University will be joining together for Handel's celebrated Christmas work, "Messiah," on Dec. 9 and 10. Guest soloists will take their tour from the two performances at 8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 9, at 8:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 10. The concert will be held in the Great Arts Center Concert Hall at Samford University. The performance will be accompanied by the Samford Community Chorus and the Symphony Orchestra.

Ticket prices are $3 for adults and $1 for students, available at the door. Tickets may be purchased at the Birmingham Symphony Orchestra (2114 1st Ave., N.) and Samford School of Music Office.

The Great American Sports Book

(This spirited compendium of athletic fact and fancy gives you the real—not just the statistical—history of American sports from 1871 to the present. Every major sporting event of the past century is included, along with dozens of not-so-major ones that you may find even more interesting.)

"The Great American Sports Book," written with every kind of sports fan in mind, affords a panoramic view of American sports, from the end of the Civil War to the present day. With scrupulous care to sporting lore, with devoted recognition of triumph and foil, with anecdote both comic and dreary, George Gipe presents the most entertaining and readable sports book ever. It brings to life—year by decade—the winners, the losers, the flaps and the fixes, the beginnings (and in some cases the premature ends) of all your favorite sports, as well as some you didn't even know existed.

The Great American Sports Book also serves to fascinate anyone who's ever watched, played, or remembered.

George Gipe is well known for his articles in Sports Illustrated, American Heritage and Mad magazine. He has also written a novel, "Coney Island Quickstep," and currently, he writes for WMAR-TV in Baltimore, Md.
It was a very good year.

Barry Harrison hands off the ball to a teammate.

Gamecock QB Mike White (16) scrambles around UNA defense.

SPORES

THE CHANTICLEER
Lady Gators hustle to 2nd place in Roundball tournament

**EDITOR'S NOTE:** The following special supplement was prepared by Coach Debbie Dunmore, a member of the Lady Gator Volleyball team and is a complete account of the team's activities during the 1978 season play. Congratulations go out to the Lady Gators who finished second in the Gator Volleyball tournament and earned a trip to the National tournament in Lakeland, Fla., where they placed fifth in the country.

By DEBBIE DUNMORE

Few people are aware of the great talent that exists within the 13 girls that make up this year's Lady Gator volleyball team. But Coach Dunmore is one of the few that recognize the potential of her team. The Lady Gators have a history of success and are determined to live up to the expectations.

The Lady Gators finished the season with a 27-7 record and were third in the SEC regular season. They also won the SEC tournament and advanced to the NCAA Tournament, where they lost in the first round.

Lady Gators' Season Highlights

1. The Lady Gators opened the season with a 3-0 sweep of their first three opponents, including a 3-0 win over Tennessee.
2. They continued their dominance with a 3-0 victory over Georgia, followed by a 3-1 win over Vanderbilt.
3. The Lady Gators claimed their first SEC tournament title with a 3-1 win over Kentucky.
4. They advanced to the NCAA Tournament with a 3-0 sweep over North Carolina in the regional semifinals.
5. In the NCAA Tournament, they lost to eventual champion UCLA in the regional final.

The Lady Gators are led by Coach Dunmore and have a strong core of experienced players. They are determined to make a deep run in the NCAA Tournament and bring home a championship.

**MEN'S TEAMS**

**WOMEN'S TEAMS**

**ROUNDBALL round-up**

The Jacksonville State Gamecock basketball team tipped off its season by sweeping the Cystic Fibrosis Classic in Valdosta, Ga. The Gamecocks defeated the University of Florida in the opening round.

The Gamecocks cagers topped North Carolina College, 82-71, and knocked off the Florida Gators, 93-70, to claim the tournament.

The Gamecocks held on to win the championship, 93-70, and were named All-State for the season.

The men's basketball season is off to a successful start, and the Lady Gators are looking forward to a strong season as well. Both teams are ready to compete at the highest level and bring home a championship.
**Football**

(Continued From Page 8)

The Jaxmen preserved the most amazing homeowners' record in the nation (38 straight without a loss) by striking down the hapless Statesmen.

And the win meant much more than just a happy homecoming.

"Coming into this game, we knew we had to win to have a chance at the conference championship, to keep our homecoming record intact and to have a shot at the national playoffs," said tight end Barker, who snared 12 receptions for Livingston.

While Barker's 12 receptions netted the country away the outclassed Tigers, and roared back from a 24-12 lead by Troy in a runaway. The surprisingly Delta fullback churns forward against Red Bandit swarm.

**Roundball**

**Volleyball**

(Continued From Page 8)

**Mike Moon aces expert panel**

Managing editor Mike Moon won the Chanticleer "expert" panel race with a picking accuracy of 89 percent. Sports editor David Johnson took second with 87 percent, and graduating editor David Ford posted a 24-9 record last week of competition to zoom into the third place spot with 83 percent.

The final standings looked like this:

- Mike Moon, 88-27, 80 percent
- David Johnson, 86-29, 86 percent
- David Ford, 83-34, 69 percent
- Maurice Bowles, 82-35, 70 percent
- Jeff Cox, 71-12-5, 59 percent

The results of the New Mexico State - West Texas game and the Louisiana - Southern Miss. game were not available for tabulation.

- If you have these all-important scores, please call David Ford anytime after 2 a.m.

**Dobbins 8th in Southern**

By JEFF COX

On November 24-5 the Jacksonville State University wrestling team traveled to Chattanooga, Tennessee to compete in the Southern Open.

This tournament, regarded as one of the most prestigious tournaments in the South, is based on the performance of the individual wrestlers, not as a team participation.

The wrestlers who had the best showing for the Jaxmen were Troy Wilson and Chuck Dobbins of the University of Georgia Bulldogs. In this match, the Gamecock Grapplers were given no mercy as the Bulldogs took the game by a score of 44-0. After the match, a very disappointed Chuck Dobbins stated that the Bulldogs wrestled well and that Jacksonville State's team was not up to par.

The team's next match will be on December 11 against the University of Alabama in Pete Matthews's Coliseum. The match, which will be the last one for this semester, will start at 7:30 p.m.
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interceptions in the
third quarter and 19–14 in the fourth, but the Red Bandits
iced the struggle when it counted most.
Young pulled down 14 catches for 143 yards and broke
Barker’s Gulf South record for most receptions in a single
game.
“I can’t remember Twin (Young) missing one all day,”
praised Green. “And shoot. If you just throw it close to
Moe (Moore), he is going to catch it. It’s like he’s got four
hands or something. Butch (Barker) is always there,
and our offensive line gives me all the time I need.”

Delaware 19, North Alabama 14

Just like a line from an old Western movie, “this town
wasn’t big enough for both of ‘em” as Jax State gunned
down UNA in the showdown of the year and sent the Lions
home to Florence.

Jax State’s destination was somewhat different, though.
The Jaxmen, ranked No. 6 in the nation, received a bid the
next day to play in the Division II playoffs in Newark,
Delaware.
The Gamecocks earned their trip to Delaware on the
strength of the steady Red Bandits and the potent Jax State passing game.
The Red Bandits picked off three Lion aerials, and
junior roverback Dwayne Parker put the only points of the
first half on the board when he ran back one of those
interceptions 35 yards for a Jax State TD.
Green - to Moreen and Green -to Young were good for
the final Gamecock points, all in the third quarter.
However, the fighting Lions closed the gap to 13–7 in the
third quarter and 19-14 in the fourth, but the Red Bandits
iced the struggle when it counted most.
Young pulled down 14 catches for 143 yards and broke
Barker’s Gulf South record for most receptions in a single
game.
“I can’t remember Twin (Young) missing one all day,”
praised Green. “And shoot. If you just throw it close to
Moe (Moore), he is going to catch it. It’s like he’s got four
hands or something. Butch (Barker) is always there,
and our offensive line gives me all the time I need.”

Delaware 19, Jax State 17

The Gamecocks kept coming all day long against No. 3
Delaware, but the Blue Hens broke away from a 27-all
fourth quarter tie to snatch the win from the Jaxmen.
A bitter wind whipped through Delaware Stadium and
proved to be a factor in the contest in the first half.
Powerful gusts pounded punts to the earth like pebbles,
but the wind hurt both clubs in the first half.
It wasn’t the wind that beat the Jaxmen, nor was it
Delaware’s famed wing-T. It was just one of those days
when it wasn’t meant to be.
Jax State fell behind 13–0 in the first quarter, and many
Blue Hen fans were preparing for a rout. But the Jaxmen
hadn’t come that far on luck, and early in the second
period the poised Gamecocks came back like a whirlwind.
The Gamecocks were up by 16-13 at the half, and the Blue
Hens were about ready to throw in their feathers.
However, Delaware regained the momentum and pulled
away from a 27-27 deadlock with two TD’s and an
insurance field goal in the final period.
The Hens hurt Jax State by gathering in three in-
terceptions in the fourth quarter, all by linebacker K. C.
Keller.
“Let’s go back to Alabama,” said Green calmly.
Welcome home, Gamecocks. You represented your
school and your state well.

Red Cross is counting
on you.
Vine Ripe
College Center
Presents The
Pearl Harbor Day Blast
Come and Get Bombed
Pinball, Skeet & Shuffleboard Contest
Prizes Awarded

Cheap Draft All Nite
Ladies 25¢ Beer
Cans and Longnecks 75¢ All Nite

$25.00 Prize

Beer Chugging Contest

*10¢ Cover Charge Will Be Refunded With Food Order